
FOREST LEAVES – SUMMER 2014 
 

The Newsletter of the Epping Forest Conservation Volunteers 
 

Please send any comments or contributions to the Editor at juliacrolf@gmail.com 
 

 
 

To see this newsletter in colour and Mark Dewell’s conservation photo gallery, visit http://www.efcv.co.uk/ 
 

Contributions for the next newsletter should be in by Sunday 5 September; it will be distributed on  
Sunday 28 September. 

 

For information about EFCV contact Peter Lyons (020 8529 3060) or Kevin Mason (020 8529 9273 / 
efcv2@yahoo.co.uk). 

 

Dates for your diary: Sunday 22 June – Away Task at Two Tree Island; Sunday 10 August – EFCV Summer Outing to 
Wildwood, Kent; Sunday 17 August – Summer BBQ in Wanstead Park;  

Sunday 7 September – Away Task at Fir & Pond Wood. 



CHAIRMAN’S CHAT 
 
I trust that you have all downloaded and printed this 
latest newsletter on the finest paper that money can 
buy and are reading it in a comfortable chair, relaxing 
with a refreshing cup of tea or something stronger 
within reach. Not glancing through it straight off your 
computer screen! I hope it is worth reading.  
 
Membership has unfortunately fallen over the last year, 
mainly because of non-active members not renewing 
and people we may have scared off! Despite this, active 
members have not been shy about turning up for tasks 
and over the last twelve months average numbers have 
increased. Well done everyone and thank you. 
 
Hooray, at last after years of fudge and indecision by 
the men and women in grey suits, we have three tasks 
lined up at the CoL part of Swaines Green in 
September. The tasks are all in the ‘Middle Field’, 
which contained the most biodiversity until it became 
scrubbed over. Call for the local experts in habitat 
restoration – the EFCV. 
 
As can be seen from our summer task list, we are 
continuing to concentrate on core sites by visiting 
them on two or three consecutive occasions to 
complete what we started. In conversation with 
members, the committee know that most of you prefer 
to ‘blitz’ an area and see the task through to the finish. 
That patch of blackthorn on Chingford Plain just below 
Butlers Retreat is a classic case in point. 
 
I was watching one of the excellent Wild China natural 
history TV programmes the other day. It was the one 
filmed in Tibet and part of it showed Buddhist monks 
and nuns feeding and caring for local and migratory 
wildlife, particularly birds. These people who have very 
little material processions believe that kindness to 
fellow creatures is an important part of their teaching 
and faith. They can certainly show the rest of humanity 
a thing or two about co-existing with the natural world.  
 

 
 
Where does that enlightened Buddhist attitude leave 
people like me who care for the flora and fauna of this 
country, who would gladly see the extermination of 
alien species such as mink, muntjac and grey squirrels? 
Am I a true conservationist or some kind of hypocrite? 
We are all aware of the harm that these three animals 

have done to our native wildlife and woodland, but is it 
their fault? What are your views, dear readers? 
 
Talking of pest species, according to a survey by the 
RHS, 22% of gardeners admit to throwing snails over 
the fence into their neighbour’s garden to get rid of 
them, with Londoners being the worse culprits. 
However, I have it good authority that they usually 
return from whence they where thrown because that is 
where the dining is best. Try saying that after three 
pints of Broadside Ale! This is what you should fill your 
slug and snail traps with for the best results. 
 
Please send Julia some short articles for the newsletter 
so I do not have to write too much in the future. 
Anything will do as long as there is a link to the Forest, 
no matter how tenuous, except amphibians. PLEASE NO 
AMPHIBIANS!!! Aghhhhhh! 
 
Finally, don’t forget to conserve wildlife. Pickle a 
squirrel. 
 
Brian McGhie 

 

 
 
 
 
 
TREE ROOTS – TRUE OR FALSE? 

 

By Kevin Mason 
 

1. Roots grow like a mirror image of the above 
ground parts of the tree. 
 

2. The main functions of roots are to take up water 
and minerals, and to hold the tree up. 
 

3. Roots account for the majority of the mass of the 
tree. 
 

4. Mycorrhizas help the tree take up nutrients. 
 

5. There needs to be a balance between root area 
and tree area. 
 

6. Trees can continue to produce roots throughout 
their lives. 
 

7. A recommended root protection area for an old 
tree extends a distance that is 10 times the 
diameter of the trunk in all directions. 
 

8. Roots can extend up to 4 times the radius of the 
crown. 
 

9. Soil compaction does not affect roots. 
 

10. Root hairs help to stop roots from freezing in 
the winter. 
 

Answers after Task Reports … 



SUMMARY OF THE TASK 
REPORTS 

 
Text by Kevin Mason 
Images by Spencer Cleminson 
 
Sunday 5 January – Chingford Plain  
Brian McGhie & Spencer Cleminson (16) 
This task was a continuation of the previous week, 
removing a blackthorn thicket from the area just down 
the hill from the Butler’s Retreat. Unfortunately the 
weather was against us and the heavens opened, 
bringing an early end to play for the day. We did 
however remove more of the blackthorn, which was 
burnt on a fire in the rain.  
 
Tuesday 14 January – Walthamstow Forest  
Spencer Cleminson & Peter Smith (12) 
A number of the larger birch trees left from the 
previous task were carefully removed but there remain 
some that are too large for the group to deal with, and 
these were left for the City team. Further progress was 
made in clearing smaller birch and holly beyond where 
the last task in December had ended. Most of the 
waste brash was burnt, whilst some was left in stacks 
to await the next opportunity to be so disposed. In 
addition, a number of habitat log piles were created. A 
small quantity of rubbish was also collected, bagged 
and removed from the site.     
 
Sunday 19 January – Walthamstow Forest  
Spencer Cleminson & Peter Smith (15) 
Despite the difficulties of getting down the extremely 
muddy main ride with all of the tools, we managed to 
avoid having any mud baths! A small team removed a 
number of the larger birch trees left from the previous 
Tuesday’s task, but there remain some that were too 
large for the group to deal with and these were left for 
the City team. The remainder of the group made 
further progress in clearing smaller birch and holly 
beyond where the last task had finished.  
All of the waste brash remaining from the previous 
task and that created during the work in hand was 
burnt, whilst a number of habitat log piles were also 
created. A small quantity of rubbish was collected, 
bagged and removed from the site. One of our 
ornithologists heard then spotted a nuthatch close to 
our worksite. Whilst undertaking the removal of brash 
from the top of a felled birch one volunteer put the 
waste to one side in preparation for transportation to 
the fire site. Much to his surprise a large, seemingly 
ownerless Labrador suddenly appeared, grabbed a 
long off-cut and made off with it!  
 
Sunday 26 January – Chingford Plain  
Ralph Boswell & Spencer Cleminson (12) 
We continued the work started three weeks ago just 
below the Butler’s Retreat, where two patches of 
blackthorn remained to be removed from the previous 
tasks. The intention was to complete the exercise. 
Unfortunately the prevailing conditions – extremely wet 
and windy and very muddy – precluded that from 
happening. It was decided the conditions were 
becoming too hazardous so a halt was called to the 
cutting shortly after lunch; our efforts were directed in 
removing cut material to the fire. By this time we had 
cleared the majority of the blackthorn on the western 
side of the site but that on the other side remains in 
situ. All of the cut material was burnt, together with all 
that remained from the previous task.   

 

 
 

Long Running Before … 
 

 
 

… And After 
 
Sunday 2 February – Long Running  
Ralph Boswell & Kevin Mason (20) 
The proposed site at Long Running was waterlogged so 
we returned to the site of the Christmas task. The 
instructions were to clear the birch and holly from the 
edge of the grassland, moving in a northerly direction. 
This we started to do but it soon became apparent that 
there was an excessive amount of holly and this would 
have to be cleared before we could tackle the birch. 
The major focus for our efforts was therefore with the 
removal of holly. As time progressed we were able to 
remove some of the birch. All of the holly and brash 
from the birch was burnt on the old fire site used in 
December. As we had some distance from the working 
area to the fire site it was decided that we would not 
cut after lunch but would concentrate on bringing the 
cut material to the fire. This strategy allowed us to 
burn all of the cut material before we left. Once all the 
material had been brought to the fire site we carried 
on with the felling, but this was left in situ ready to be 
dealt with at our next visit in two weeks’ time. A 
number of habitat piles were created, which hopefully 
the various reptiles will make use of.    
 
Sunday 9 February – Gernon Bushes  
Brian McGhie & Ralph Boswell (16) 
Our annual trip to the Essex Wildlife Trust reserve. 
Rather a wet task working in and around the second 
boggy area, removing holly and birch, all of which was 
burnt.  



Tuesday 11 February – Fairmead Plain  
Spencer Cleminson & Tim Charge (10) 
Despite a concerted effort by a number of volunteers, 
the adverse weather prevented us getting a bonfire to 
stay alight. This proved to be extremely unfortunate as 
notwithstanding the rain, wind and cold conditions, the 
volunteers worked exceedingly hard and managed to 
clear the designated area of all almost all traces of 
blackthorn, hawthorn and birch, together with a large 
quantity of bramble. In the absence of a bonfire the 
leader elected to have the waste material stacked near 
to the fire site in the hope that this could be burnt at a 
later date. A small quantity of rubbish was also 
collected, bagged and removed from the site.     
 
Sunday 16 February – Long Running  
Kevin Mason & Brian McGhie (15)  
The task was a continuation of the work started on 8 
December and continued on 2 February on the east 
side of Long Running (the Theydon Bois side). On 
arrival at the site the hardened path between the two 
car parks was blocked by two fallen trees (willows) 
from the high winds last Friday night. Although this 
was not part of the task, we cleared both of the trees 
to make the path open again. The site remains 
surprisingly dry considering the recent heavy rain. A 
large amount of birch and holly was removed to 
increase the area of open grassland. The volunteers 
spread out all over the area to be worked on, to ensure 
the trees could be felled safely. We cleared another 
substantial area of birch so the grassland area is now 
much wider. The chainsaw was used to cut up the logs 
and clear the stumps. It was also used to fell some of 
the larger trees. We created many habitat piles from 
the logs and burnt the brash and the holly. During the 
tea break a Keeper came to see us and thanked us for 
our work.    
 
Sunday 23 February – Whitehall Plain/River Ching  
Ralph Boswell & Tim Charge (20) 
The intention of this task was to improve the site for 
purple willow (Salix purperea). The task was more 
difficult to accomplish than first thought. This was 
because as we began to remove unwanted willow it 
became obvious that the purple willow was far more 
extensive than first thought. The area between the 
River Ching and the grassland is a maze of large trees, 
some very large indeed, many lying horizontal to the 
ground and indeed rooted on both sides of the river. 
We removed Turkey oaks and birch as requested, but 
in so doing damaged a few of the purple willow. 
However we are of the opinion that a significant 
number of the trees uncovered are purple willow, 
although a more expert inspection is needed to be 
certain. Care had to be taken when moving about the 
site as the river was close by and we had to continually 
step over rooted branches. We uncovered a crab apple 
tree and quite a large yew tree, both of which we left 
untouched. The bramble was cleared and a fire was lit 
to burn all of the cut material, while larger logs were 
stacked well away from the river.  
 
Sunday 2 March – Copley Plain  
Brian McGhie & Peter Lyons (23) 
We last worked here in April 2011; this task involved 
further work to the ditch on the southern side of the 
plain, which is home to the rare marsh fern. We cleared 
willow and birch from the ditch line to allow in more 
light and reduce the competition for the fern. The 
brash was burnt and logs piled into habitat heaps.  
 

Tuesday 11 March – Chingford Plain  
Spencer Cleminson & Ralph Boswell (11)   
We previously worked on this site in December 2013 
and again in January 2014 but had been unable to 
complete the task of coppicing the blackthorn and 
hawthorn, there being two large areas remaining at 
either end. However, a determined group of volunteers 
set to work with a view to finishing what had been 
started and were successful in achieving this aim. It 
was particularly rewarding to see the large mature oak 
in the centre of the site in all its magnificence once the 
area had been cleared. A small number of habitat piles 
were created whilst all of the remaining brash was 
burnt. In addition, a large amount of litter, including a 
quantity of ‘doggie bags’ was collected and removed 
from the site. 
 

 
 

Chingford Plain Before … 
 

 
 

… And After 
 
Sunday 16 March – Almshouse Plain  
Peter Vaughan & Spencer Cleminson (23) 
The Plain is notable for devil’s bit scabious, which has 
a blue flower in late summer, and the purpose of the 
task was to clear the scrub that is shading it out. The 
task was alongside the horse ride, clearing bramble, 
small birch and willow along the drainage ditch line. All 
of the cut material was laid along the edge of the Plain 
beside the ride. The brushcutter was used to a small 
extent to make bramble removal easier. Early on in the 
task, the leader found two long-tailed tit nests in the 
bramble at the eastern end, so we were careful to keep 
well clear.  
 



Sunday 23 March – Almshouse Plain  
Peter Vaughan & Ruth Moore (16) 
We continued the work from the previous week, 
removing more bramble from the western end of the 
plain. We also cleared more willow all along the ditch 
line, enabling us to clear the ditch and have a flowing 
stream. The cut material was stacked by the ride, 
together with that from the previous week.   
 
Sunday 30 March – Furze Ground  
Kevin Mason & Iona Kay (11) 
The task was clearing birch from the northern edge of 
the site along the Green Ride. The felled birch was 
used to create a dead hedge along the ride to prevent 
dogs and bikers from damaging the heath. Some of the 
straggly gorse was coppiced and we also cleared some 
of the small birch regrowth. We piled some of the 
brash across the mountain bikers’ path, which is 
becoming badly eroded. As requested, we burnt most 
of the stacked birch on the bottom of the site from the 
heath. However, logs were left in situ. A wide variety of 
wildlife was seen, including six field voles, common 
lizards, peacock butterflies and a grass snake. 
 
Sunday 6 April – Rushey Plain  
Brian McGhie & Spencer Cleminson (14) 
The task was grassland restoration, opening up 
another glade on the plain. We felled thin trees 
encroaching onto the plain – these were silver birch 
and hornbeam. The brash was all burnt and the logs 
left in habitat piles.   
 
Tuesday 15 April – Furze Ground  
Peter Vaughan & Tim Charge (10).  
We previously worked on this site in March 2014 but 
were unable to complete the task of clearing trees 
along the ditch line. On this occasion this task was 
successfully completed and the waste material was put 
into several habitat piles. In addition, a large amount 
of birch saplings were removed from the plain area and 
placed in piles at the top of the hill in order to try and 
discourage bike riders from traversing it. A small 
amount of litter was also collected and removed. 
 
Sunday 20 April – Rushey Plain  
Peter Lyons & Tim Charge (11) 
This task was a continuation of the task two weeks 
ago. More birch and hornbeam was removed and 
glades opened.  
 
Sunday 27 April – Sunshine Plain  
Spencer Cleminson & Brian McGhie (13) 
A small team concentrated on clearing the regrowth 
that had appeared in the central area cleared by the 
volunteers last year. The remainder of the group 
worked on removing the tall saplings to the side of the 
main Plain. These trees were either pulled up by hand 
or dug up using mattocks. Where a birch was too close 
to the heather it was removed by being cut down to 
ground level. The waste material was moved to 
designated areas where there was no grass, and a 
couple of small habitat piles were also arranged. A 
small quantity of rubbish was collected, bagged and 
removed from the site.     
During a rest break for lunch a gentleman was 
observed methodically criss-crossing the plain. He was 
undertaking a survey counting the number of common 
heath moths. At the time of our chat he had observed 
31 males. Several small common lizards were seen 
darting about amongst the heather and a number of 
slow worms were found underneath dead wood.   

 
 

Beech Roots by Chris English 
 
 

Answers to Tree Root Quiz 
 
1. False: Tree roots do not form a mirror image of the rest of 
the tree, rather a tree looks more like a wine glass with the 
roots forming a wide but shallow base.  
2. True.  
3. False: Roots normally account for 20–30% of a tree’s mass. 
The crown and the roots come out roughly around the same 
mass. 
4. True: A Mycorrhiza is an association between a root and a 
fungus, which works to the benefit of both (symbiosis). Usually 
the tree gets nutrients (particularly phosphorous) and 
perhaps some protection from fungal diseases and soil toxins 
such as heavy metal pollution. In return, the fungus gets 
carbohydrates and other products from the tree. Such fungi 
may also help the tree to cope in situations of stress.  
5. True: If a tree has too few roots the canopy will suffer from 
a lack of water. If there are too few leaves the roots get 
insufficient food.  
6. True: Most tree species have an indefinite (indeterminate) 
growth pattern, producing new shoots, roots and radial 
increments of wood and bark throughout their lives.  
7. False: The root protection area (RPA) should ideally extend 
in all directions from the tree stem to a distance equal to 15 
times its diameter, or five metres beyond the canopy – 
whichever is the greater. (Read 2000) 
8. True: In temperate climates the total spread away from the 
tree is usually 1.5–2.5 times the radius of the crown and can 
be up to 4 times the radius on sandy soils. The relationship 
between crown spread and roots varies according to the 
species and the conditions.  
9. False: Soil compaction e.g. by machinery, livestock or 
human traffic is harmful to roots because it makes the soil 
too dense for healthy root growth and squeezes out the air 
spaces in the soil, thus depriving the existing roots of the 
gaseous exchange they need in order to function.  
10. False: Root hairs are outgrowths of root cells and greatly 
increase the root’s contact with the soil, enabling water and 
nutrient uptake. 



EFCV NOTICEBOARD 
 
EFCV AGM 
Will take place at Lopping Hall, Loughton. The date is 
tbc but will be on a Tuesday or Thursday either the 
first or last week of October. We have an interesting 
speaker lined up and it would be great to see as many 
members as possible. 
 
Sunday 10 August 
EFCV SUMMER OUTING 
This year our summer outing will be to Wildwood in 
Kent, which showcases British wildlife species past and 
present. Our previous visit was a great success, with a 
behind-the-scenes tour of many of the enclosures. 
Maximum of 30 places. The cost will depend upon 
numbers but will not be more than £15 per person.  
To book a place, contact Kevin Mason (020 8529 9273) 
by Sunday 15 June. 
 
EFCV LOGO CLOTHING  
We have the following items in stock in a range of 
sizes. Please call Spencer Cleminson to order or for 
further information (07748 530467). 
Fleeces £22.50 – Green  
Sweat shirts £17.50 – Green  
Polo shirts £12.50 – Green or grey  
T Shirts £10.00 – Green or black  
 
EFCV PUB NIGHTS 
Meet at 7.30pm. In order for us to book a table for the 
correct number of people please inform the relevant 
organiser at least ten days prior to the event.  
Thursday 19 June – The Woodbine, Woodridden Hill, 
contact Kevin Mason (020 8529 9273). 
Wednesday 23rd July – Gernon Bushes, contact Brian 
McGhie (01992 573514). 
Thursday 21st August – Good Intent, contact Peter 
Lyons (020 8529 3060). 
Thursday 25th September – The Bull, Theydon Bois, 
contact Ralph Boswell (020 8527 7371). 
 
ESSEX WILDLIFE TRUST EVENTS  
 
Saturday 14 June 10.30am–12.30pm 
WILDFLOWER WALK 
Come and join Tricia Moxey and Patrick Bailly for a 
guided walk through these wildflower-rich meadows. 
All donations greatly received. Meet at the David Lloyd 
Entrance to the reserve, off Roding Lane. 
 
Saturday 5 July 10:30am–12.30pm 
BUMBLEBEE WALK 
Join Epping Forest Countrycare and the Roding Valley 
Meadows Warden for a bumblebee walk around this 
160-acre reserve. Cost is £2.00 per head. For further 
information please call 01992 788203 or email 
countrycare@eppingforestdc.gov.uk. Meet at the David 
Lloyd Entrance to the reserve, off Roding Lane. 
 
Work Days At Gernon Bushes, Coopersale 
Some Tuesdays; info: Brian McGhie (01992 573514)  
 
Work Days At Roding Valley Meadows 
Meet Tuesdays & Wednesdays 10am in the David Lloyd 
end car park. Info: Patrick Bailly (020 8508 1593) 
 
Work Days with Epping Forest Countrycare  
Thursdays; call Countrycare on 01992 788203 for 
details. 

EPPING FOREST BURIAL PARK EVENTS 
 
Saturday 2 August 10am–3pm 
WORKING WOODLAND DAY 
A free event with something for everyone, including 
heavy horses, chainsaw carving, traditional blacksmith, 
bats, bees, archery, ferret racing, axe men, live music 
and lots of other stalls and activities. EFCV will also be 
running a publicity stand to promote the group. 
 
Saturday 13 September 6.15–9pm 
BAT WALK 
Join local bat expert Roger Havard as we discover the 
secret lives of these fascinating little creatures. 
 
Saturday 4 October 10am–12pm & 1-3pm 
FUNGI WALK 
Join Tricia Moxey to see what fungi we can find 
growing in the woodland and learn about their role in 
the ecosystem and food chain, as well as their 
medicinal properties and their place in folklore. 
 
For more details call the office on 01992 523863 or 
visit www.greenacreswoodlandburials.co.uk/epping 
 
Epping Forest Visitor Centre Events 
For information on Epping Forest events please call 
The View on  (020 7332 1911). 
 
Friends of Epping Forest Events 
The Friends of Epping Forest run a variety of walks in 
the area. For further information, meeting places etc. 
please call Tricia Moxey (01277 364522) or visit: 
 www.friendsofeppingforest.org.uk 
 
EFCV TASK INFORMATION 
We meet at 9.30am at the Warren, Epping Forest’s City 
of London headquarters. This can be accessed from 
the Epping New Road between the Warren Wood pub 
and the Robin Hood roundabout, where the gate will be 
manned from approximately 9.15am. We aim to leave 
for the site promptly at 9.45am. If you intend to go 
straight to the site it is essential that you inform 
the task leader in advance, so that we can bring 
enough tools and equipment for everyone. Let the task 
leader know if you will need a lift to the site.  
Wear old clothes and sturdy boots (preferably 
reinforced), and bring refreshments. Hard hats, gloves 
and waders will be provided. 
On Sundays, we usually return to the Warren at about 
3.30pm; mid-week tasks tend to finish a little earlier. 
Help with putting away the tools is always appreciated 
– please don’t always leave this to the same people. 
Please advise task leaders of any medical conditions, 
including allergies, of which they should be aware.  
 
TETANUS INNOCULATIONS 
The soil in the forest can harbour tetanus and it is 
therefore in everyone’s interests to ensure that their 
anti-tetanus inoculation is up to date.  
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EFCV TASK LIST SUMMER 2014 
 

Task sites are subject to change as we are 
sometimes asked to undertake high priority work at 
short notice. Anyone going straight to the task site 
should check with the task leader. 
 

Sunday 1 June – Barn Hoppitt 
Leaders: Kevin Mason & Ralph Boswell 
We will be working along the Conservation Ride 
thinning and removing various tree sapling species as 
part of the wood pasture restoration plans for this site. 
Parking: Butler’s Retreat, Rangers Road. GR: TQ398947 
 

Tuesday 10 June – Barn Hoppitt 
Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Tim Charge 
Continuation of the task from last Sunday.  
Details and parking as Sunday 1 June. 
 

Sunday 15 June – Rushey Plain 
Leaders: Peter Vaughan & TBC 
On this occasion we will be clearing and thinning birch 
to create glades between Rushey Plain and Sunshine 
Plain as part of the wood pasture restoration plan for 
this important site. Glades will then be finally linked 
together to create a corridor between the two plains. 
Parking: Wake Valley CP, Epping New Road. GR: 
TQ423988 
 

Sunday 22 June – Two Tree Island 
Leaders: Peter Lyons & Spencer Cleminson 
Our annual visit to this Essex Wildlife Reserve on the 
Essex coast to help prevent salt marsh erosion. Old 
clothes are essential as the work is extremely muddy. 
Hats and sun cream are also necessary, as shade is 
non-existent. 
Parking: At Two Tree Island, Leigh-on-Sea, over the 
bridge and past the golf driving range. GR: TQ825355 
 

Sunday 29 June – Rushey Plain 
Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Ruth Moore 
Continuation of the previous task on 15 June. 
Details and parking as Sunday 15 June. 
 

Sunday 6 July – Lord’s Bushes 
Leaders: Ralph Boswell & Spencer Cleminson 
This is the first of three consecutive tasks in which we 
will be clearing and thinning various tree species to 
enhance glades as part of the wood pasture restoration 
scheme. 
Parking: Knighton Lane CP. GR: TQ408935 
 

Tuesday 15 July – Lord’s Bushes 
Leaders: Peter Lyons & Tim Charge 
The second consecutive task at this site.  
Details and parking as Sunday 6 July. 
 

Sunday 20 July – Lord’s Bushes 
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Neil Redgewell 
The third consecutive task at this site. 
Details and parking as Sunday 6 July. 
 

Sunday 27 July – Oak Hill Bog 
Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Peter Lyons 
On this International Bog Day we will be removing 
birch that is encroaching on to this important bog. 
Parking: Jack’s Hill CP (on left going towards Theydon 
Bois). GR: TQ439996 
 

Sunday 3 August – Long Running 
Leaders: Peter Lyons & Ruth Moore 
This is the first of three tasks in which we will be 
working along the west (Epping Road) side of the 
heath, thinning and removing mainly birch. This work  

forms part of the wood pasture restoration plans for 
this site. 
Parking: Jack’s Hill CP. GR: TQ436996 
 

Tuesday 12 August – Long Running 
Leaders: Ralph Boswell & Tim Charge 
The second of three tasks at this site. 
Details and parking as Sunday 3 August. 
 

Sunday 17 August – Wanstead Park 
Leaders: Peter Vaughan & Kevin Mason 
This is our Summer BBQ task. In the morning we will be 
working in the area of Chalet Wood to thin / remove 
sapling trees and scrub as part of the management for 
this area, to enhance the site for bluebells. The 
afternoon will be a chance to enjoy the fun and BBQ. 
Parking: At the entrance to the Park in Warren Road. 
GR: TQ413877 
 

Sunday 24 August – Long Running 
Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Ruth Moore 
The last of three tasks at this site. 
Details and parking as Sunday 3 August. 
 

Sunday 31 August – Chingford Plain 
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Neil Redgewell 
This task will involve the removal of small, scattered 
scrub hawthorn within the grassland, to enhance the 
area for ground-nesting birds such as meadow pipit 
and skylark. 
Parking: Butler’s Retreat, Rangers Road. GR: TQ398947 
 

Sunday 7 September – Fir & Pond Wood 
Leaders: Mark Smith & Spencer Cleminson 
This represents our annual visit to this Herts & 
Middlesex Wildlife Trust reserve. We will be once again 
removing rushes from the main pond in order to 
increase the area of open water. Work will also be 
available for those volunteers who have an aversion to 
getting wet. 
Parking: Limited parking available in the lay-by 
opposite the Oshwal Centre in Cooper’s Lane. When 
full, park in the Oshwal Centre. GR: TL277011 
 

Tuesday 16 September – Swaines Green 
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Martin McCleary 
This is the first of three long-awaited tasks working in 
Middle Field clearing scrub that has encroached across 
the grassland. This work forms part of the 
management plan for this site. 
Parking: Coronation Hill, Epping. GR: TL456025 
 

Sunday 21 September – Swaines Green 
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Martin McCleary 
This is the second of three tasks at this site. 
Details and parking as Tuesday 16 September. 
 

Sunday 28 September – Swaines Green 
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Martin McCleary 
This is the last of the three tasks at this site. 
Details and parking as Tuesday 16 September. 
 

Contact Details for Task Leaders: 
Ralph Boswell 020 8527 7371 
Tim Charge 0208 801 6923 
Spencer Cleminson 07748 530467 
Peter Lyons 020 8529 3060 
Kevin Mason 020 8529 9273 
Martin McCleary 01992 561521 
Ruth Moore 01992 788002 
Brian McGhie 01992 573514 
Neil Redgewell 07873 219207 
Mark Smith 020 8363 8269 
Peter Vaughan 020 8590 0879 


